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Activity 2 of 5:  Think of the conferences you have attended and reflect 
on strategies, activities, and arrangements that have worked really well 
and have contributed to the success of the conference. 
 
N = 26 forms completed 
 

• Humor; engaging speakers (presentation skill!); social events i.e. ticket 
availability to sports/cultural events; encouragement not to sit with colleagues 
from my school 

• Multiple computer based courses; motivating key note speakers; “easy” outings 
(not waiting hours for buses); locals suggesting good restaurants; comfortable 
space; ample space; last day event 

• Time for reflection; quality of sessions- at this conference I have been to 
extraordinary sessions and boring/superficial ones; trying to keep a balance of 
productive or substantive sessions; well organized and delivery is important to the 
success of the conference; need time for collaboration; the setting- conducive to 
fun activities for breaks 

• More free time and structure in the meetings and learning from others; lunch 
tables with topical themes (“birds of a feather”); group exercise! (fun, healthy 
body = healthy mind); tilt session length to more longer ones, fewer shorter ones, 
but keep all types 

• A well planned and user friendly program book that has a cross-reference so that 
it is easy to identify details of a session if we know one element of it; sessions that 
are grouped together are thoughtfully put together 

• Limited attendance; centralized food and drink within the learning space; 
facilitated social activities beyond the sessions; well defined calls for papers; 
intimate and high quality venues; accommodation close by the venue; full 
wireless connectivity; spontaneous creative entertainment (within or between 
sessions); fully accessible proceedings 

• Connect formal and informal elements; recognize and deal with physical and 
mental fatigue (make some big breaks and taper towards the end); balance large 
and small events (i.e. key notes and sessions) to give an identity to the relentless; 
indulge delegates with refreshments and meals – make it a pleasure!; I want to be 
involved, not just because I want to be myself but also because everyone else 
wants to engage with me. 

• All plenary sessions: the participants traveled together and shared all the 
experiences: sort of a Victor Turner “communities” experience; meals without a 
scheduled speaker. At one conference we played compulsory party games (tables 
competed). It was a bit weird, but fun (exhibit of falconry); smaller and less 
overwhelming conferences. 

• Poster sessions wrapped around drinks and hors d’oeuvres and possibly as a lead 
in to the welcoming session; an activity at the start of the first day that facilitates 



interaction- at a European conference last year, the audience was organized into 
groups to sing in rounds. What seemed initially awful (this was not a music 
conference) turned out to be a huge amount of fun; Morning and afternoon breaks 
at the same time—at bigger conferences this doesn’t happen and I miss it.; Start 
and end the conferences with a social event.; Massage chairs available.; 
Organized running/walking groups; color code badges- at the first session 
attendees group by color to work on creative activity, then share a group.  

• Involvement in/with community and culture of the place/people where the 
conference occurs; scheduled time for public mastication on themes/research 
presented/strategies demonstrated by conference presenters and participants; 
social events that get participants up and involved with each other i.e. meet and 
greet receptions with wine and cheese, dances or other physical/welcoming 
involvement 

• I attended a STLHE conference where the workshop incorporated a walk along 
the river and ended at a historic site. I loved the connection between the 
intellectual work and the physical movement and seeing the area. I thought that 
planning for this workshop demonstrated thinking outside the box.; Prior access to 
the program schedule (online); fun social activities in the evening, running group 
(have conferences planners announce this activity so people can connect.)  

• Reception for international delegates (can feel isolated if you know nobody!); 
system for keeping each session to time (traffic light system); meeting for special 
interest groups to network and share ideas; program advertised well in advance to 
aid decisions to attend; Day 1 reception to meet and greet 

• Social: mystery tour; music, dance, art in opening ceremony, gigs and dancing, 
exposure to local customs; Arrangements: a personal envelope at start of 
conferences with a program, complimentary wine and biscuits; very good detailed 
instructions and directions; Activities: making friends at first plenary 

• Clearly labeled and located conference “streams” (i.e. Intro to SOTL, examples of 
SOTL research) for wiser selection of which sessions to attend (thinks more 
clearly about likely audiences) 

• Breaks/time for reflection; ways to involve students/involvement of student in 
conference activity; time zone differences 

• A social event that demands participation and is fun i.e. a ceilidh (traditional 
dances taught in easy stages and with live music) 

• I think the physical arrangements of the meeting rooms are important. I prefer 
round tables so that participants can work together easily. This, of course, 
presumes there will be group interaction; I wonder if we could build in reflection 
time for all. For example, ask each participant to prepare a short reflective essay 
that would help him or her as a learner to pull the ideas together. It would be so 
great to be encouraged to do this and to provide the space to do so.; I think we as 
participants should hold each other accountable for time limits, activities etc. This 
doesn’t have to be critical or mean, but simple gentle reminders. 

• Developing social capacities in participants: 1) three minutes of meditations as in 
contemplative practice; 2) introduction of participants; 3) closing moment  (care, 
consideration, our review); 4) no interrupting but active listening and checking if 
“what I heard you say is”; 5) courtesy; 6)respecting diversity= processing 



• Walking meetings: 5 minutes of “reflections’/meditations; How long is the 
engagement going to be in your session; Opening reception; Some elements of 
artistic practice; Only plenary sessions 

• The best conference activity was at a women’s health conference: an artist created 
a spiral on the floor of a well lit (by natural light) foyer. She used stones built out 
from the centre. The building was mindful and small objects were placed on the 
stones. People watched as part of quiet reflection. Once the spiral was completed 
on the second day, conference attendees were invited to walk in the spiral in their 
own time; this was a mindful activity. A lovely island of peace in a busy 
conference; I think the inclusion of practice-arts-music, visual arts is important 
but usually absent amongst we word smiths. 

• No more than three days; workshops that have run over the course of the 
conference where knowledge builds as the conference unfolds; Coming to the 
conferences with a specific work related goal or project and then bringing back 
and implementing what I have learned; A session for first time attendees 
providing tips for how to make the most of the conference including a ‘1st time 
attendee’ on the nametag; a list of attendees, institutional affiliation and contact 
information. 

• The “big’ conferences are not the best. Less people (less than 200) allows for 
better connections.; The best conferences, especially the small ones, start with a 
dinner the night before the conference opens (a good ice breaker; makes 
conferences more efficient.); The best conferences have mixed academic and 
social events involving all the participants (social events allow people to talk 
more); the best conferences find a way to group together at one point all the 
people of the same discipline; The best conferences collect all the papers of the 
participants and makes them available for other participants ahead of time. 

• Breaks between each concurrent session; ½ hour to ask questions, network, 
refresh; food new to sessions; involving area—cause trip to intense discussion 
built around it (have heard of walking tours, but didn’t do it); ways to help 
unknown people connect; setting an atmosphere (i.e. have volunteers helping 
circulate and invite new people into discussions; commons area to share 
resources; registration area that stays put so people have a common meeting point; 
intense work to produce something together overtime 

• Having enough choices of sessions to select from at one time, but not having a lot 
of similar topics at one time. Sometimes there are multiple sessions I would want 
to attend at one time because they focus on the same topic; Poster sessions  are a 
good way to learn a lot of info at one time; Breaks (10 minutes) between sessions 
to go the bathroom, stretch etc.; Start times not before 8.30 am or 9 am (often not 
as many people attend 8 am series); Speakers (plenary) that are extremely 
engaging and make you walk out of the talk fired up about teaching and learning 
make you feel that what you do is valued and exciting. 

 


